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Abstract 
 

Multimedia authoring tool performs to combine various kinds of media, both visual and non-visual media into a multimedia 
document. The process for converting media objects into multimedia documents in the form of multimedia programming 
uses a mandatory process called the kernel mechanism. The kernel mechanism consists of editing, verification, modeling 
and translation processes. In the kernel mechanism there is a time-consuming verification process. Verification used in the 
kernel mechanism is time computation verification and Spatio-temporal verification. With the increasing number of media 
objects, the verification process time will be longer. A novel method proposed in this study is incrementality of time 
computation and incrementality of spatio-temporal verification. The Incrementality process uses a specific algorithm to 
process verification on media objects that have been modified by the author. Experiments that have been carried out in this 
study show that this method is successful in speeding up the verification process significantly. 
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1. Introduction 
 
A multimedia authoring tool is an application that has a 
function to combine various kinds of media objects, both 
visual media, and non-visual media [1], [2]. Multimedia 
authoring tool will produce a multimedia document that can 
be a multimedia language [3]. The existing multimedia 
programming languages include Synchronized Multimedia 
Integration Language (SMIL), Nested Context Language 
(NCL), and HTML5 [4], [5]. In a multimedia authoring tool, 
there are several steps must be done. These steps are editing, 
verification, modeling, and translation. At first, the author 
must enter the data of media objects into the multimedia 
authoring tools [6]. In this editing process, the author enters 
data in the form of temporal layout and spatial layout, as 
shown in Fig 1 and Fig 2 [7], [8]. 

 
Fig. 1. Temporal Layout 
 

 
Fig. 2. Spatial Layout 
 
 A multimedia authoring tool must help the author reduce 
errors that may occur, so a verification process is needed to 
check for any errors. Verification is a process that requires a 
lot of processing time. On verification, the time required to 
process the verification algorithm is highly dependent on the 
number of media objects in a multimedia presentation. The 
more media objects in a multimedia document, the longer the 
processing time will be. The relationship between the 
processing time required and the number of objects is 
exponential, as shown in Fig 3. 
 An author usually performs the verification process many 
times during the creation of a multimedia presentation, and 
this causes the design of a multimedia presentation to be very 
time-consuming. Even though there are only slight changes in 
the multimedia presentation during the repetition of the 
process, it still takes the same time as repeating the whole 
process. Verification methods that have been widely used for 
multimedia authoring tools are time computation and Spatio-
temporal [9]–[11]. In this study, a novel method is proposed 
to improve existing verification methods to speed up the 
verification process. The verification method was modified 
into incrementality of time computation and incrementality of 
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Spatio-temporal verification. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Time required for verification process 
 

 
 

2. Kernel Multimedia Authoring Mechanism 
 
The kernel multimedia authoring mechanism is a series of 
processes that must be implemented in a multimedia 
authoring tool. The steps in the kernel mechanism are shown 
in Fig 4 [12]. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Kernel Mechanism 
 
 The kernel mechanism is a mandatory process carried out 
by the multimedia authoring tool to produce multimedia 
documents. Several issues regarding multimedia documents 
must be considered in making multimedia presentations: 
making multimedia languages, including the development of 
conceptual models, design of media settings, and variations 
of media appearance. 
 There are five main things in the kernel mechanism: 
Editing, Verification, Modeling, Translation, and Multimedia 
Document. The editing process involves the author and the 
interface of multimedia authoring, while the other four 
processes are automatic processes according to their 

respective algorithms. The verification process usually 
consists of the verification of the temporal layout and spatial 
layout. Verification that is widely used in multimedia 
authoring tools is time computation verification and Spatio-
temporal verification. Verification is an essential step in the 
kernel mechanism of the multimedia authoring tool because 
the next process (i.e., modeling) can be processed if the 
verification is carried out correctly[13]. The multimedia 
authoring model mainly uses several models as follows: Petri 
Net, Hoare Logic, Simple Interactive Multimedia Model 
(SIMM), and Language of Temporal Ordering Specifications 
(LOTOS) [1], [14]–[19]. A model of a multimedia 
presentation can be translated into a multimedia document 
with a specific algorithm. A multimedia document correctly 
generated by a multimedia authoring tool must be playable by 
a multimedia player [20]. 
 
2.1. Time Computation Verification 
The timing computation verification calculates the overall 
time duration. If there is a change in time, it is done gradually 
from the low level first. If there are no errors at the low level, 
the calculation will proceed to a higher level. But if it turns 
out there is an error at a level/group of elements/media, the 
calculation and verification process will be stopped first and 
give an error warning to the author. 

 
Fig. 5. Time Computation Verification 
 
 Fig 5. is an example of calculating time computation 
verification in a multimedia presentation. The calculation of 
time computation verification uses the Petri Net model, where 
there is one sequential group in which there is a parallel-
group. The time duration in each media object is calculated to 
verify whether there is an error or not. 
 
2.2. Spatio-temporal verification 
Visual media objects such as images, videos, animations, and 
text that appear in the timeline can overlap in time and spatial 
layout [21]. As shown in Fig. 6, there are two types of spatial 
conflicts: the entire spatial conflict in two regions (region R1 
and region R2) and partial spatial conflict in two regions 
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(region R1 and region R2). 

 
Fig. 6. Spatial Conflict 
 
2.3. Diagnosis Service 
Diagnosis Service is a Multimedia Authoring tool that can 
provide error information that occurs to the author. Error 
information given to the author is in the form of line location 
information in the multimedia programming code that 
experiences errors or conflicts. The information provided also 
contains error information that occurred at the location of the 
line. Usually, the user interface has a special window or pop 
window to provide information to the author. 

 
Fig. 7. Diagnosis Service 
 
 Fig 7. shows an example of a diagnostic service in a 
multimedia authoring tool. At the bottom of the interface, 
there is a box containing a message for the author. The 
message contains error information that occurs when editing 
a multimedia presentation. The error information that appears 
in the box contains the types of errors, their location, and 
when the error occurred. 
 
 
3. Method 
 

The time it takes to process a multimedia presentation 
depends on the number of media objects and regions. Most of 
the time is needed to carry out the verification process (time 
computation verification and Spatio-temporal verification). 
The more media objects in a multimedia presentation will 
require a longer processing time. A novel method proposed in 
this study is to use incrementality for both verifications, as 
shown in Fig 8. 

 
Fig. 8. A novel verification Method using incrementality 
 
 
3.1. Incrementality 
Incrementality is the ability to process data that considers 
changes in input data [22]. The concept of Incremental is the 
ability of the software to recalculate only the changed input 
data. This method will save processing time [13]. By 
conducting incremental modeling and verification, it is not 
necessary to parse the models that have been made. In order 
to create a system that can detect errors as quickly as possible 
during the editing process, a system with a model that has 
incremental verification is needed.  

Modeling called the SMIL Net hierarchy (H SMIL Net) 
can carry out incremental verification. Systems that can do 
incrementality verification have the advantage of having a 
good response time. The model has a temporal structure that 
is suitable for incrementality verification. Graphical 
representation for body place, sequence (seq) place, and 
parallel (par) place are shown in Fig. 9, and examples of 
Hierarchy SMIL Petri Net (H-SMIL Net) are shown in Fig 10.  
 

 
Fig. 9. Graphical representation of composite places 
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Fig. 10. Hierarchy SMIL Petri Net (H-SMIL Net) example 

 
 

3.2. Incrementality of Time Computation Verification 
Incrementality of time computation verification is used to 
speed up the verification process. The time computation 
verification algorithm will be applied to every object in a 
multimedia presentation in the initial conditions or have never 
been verified. Meanwhile, if the author changes the objects in 
a multimedia presentation, the time computation verification 
algorithm will be applied to the objects modified by the 
author. The verification process on each object will be divided 
for each region in a multimedia presentation. In each region, 
verification will be carried out on each object to compare the 
start time and end time. If there is time overlap for objects in 
the same region, the author will be given an error message. 
 The formula for checking time conflicts in the same 
region is as follows: 
 
" Objecti , " Objectj , i < n , j < n ,  $ End(Objecti) < 
Begin(Objectj) 
 
Where: 
Objecti = Media Objecti 
Objectj = Media Objectj 
n  = number of objects 
End  = End time 
Begin  = Begin time 
 
The designed time computation verification algorithm is as 
follows: 
1. Calculation of the number of objects for each region 
2. Changing the shape of a 2-dimensional timeline array into 

a 3-dimensional array 
3. Sort objects by time begin  
4. While regions 
5. If an object is changed 
6. While object 
7. IF Object_end < Previous Object_begin then notify the 

author 
8. end while 
9. end if 
10. end while 
 

3.3. Incrementality of Spatio-temporal Verification 
Spatio-temporal verification verifies objects in different 
overlapping regions. Each region in a multimedia 
presentation will be checked first whether there is 
overlapping, either spatial overlapping or entire overlapping. 
The next process is to list all possible overlaps in all regions. 
After obtaining a list of overlapping regions, all objects in the 
list are checked as in time computation verification. The 
verification is not applied to objects with the same region, but 
to objects with overlapping regions. In the Incrementality of 
Spatio-temporal verification, the verification will be applied 
to objects that the author has changed. 
 Two regions will be considered as overlapping regions if 
they fulfill the following Boolean equations: 
 
((L2>L1) && (L2<L1+W1)) || ((L2+W2>L1) && 
(L2+W2<L1+W1)) && ((T2>T1) && T2<T1+H1)) || 
((T2+H2>T1) && (T2+H2<T1+H1))  
 
Where: 
L1,T1 = left top position of object 1 
L2, T2 = left top position of object 2 
W1, H1 = width height of object 1 
W2, H2 = width height of object 2 
 
The designed Spatio-temporal verification algorithm is as 
follows: 
1. Calculation number of objects for each region 
2. Changing the shape of a 2-dimensional timeline array into 

a 3-dimensional array 
3. Sort objects by time begin 
4. While regions 
5. Calculation of overlapping regions 
6. End while 
7. While overlapping_regions{ 
8. If an object is changed 
9. While first_regions{ 
10. While second_regions{ 
11. If first_regions_object begin < second_regions_object 

begin < first_regions_object end then notify the user 
12. End while 
13. End While 
14. End If 
15. End While 

 
 
4. Discussion and Results 
 
The verification algorithm that has been designed in the 
previous section experimented with several simple 
multimedia presentation scenarios. The experimental results 
are tested whether the results have been running properly and 
analyzed for speed up during the verification process. Also 
carried out a comparison of the processing time required for 
verification by using and without using the incrementality 
algorithm. 
 
Example of temporal verification processes using time 
computation with Petri Net model are as follows: 
<smil> 
<head> 
 <layout> 
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  <root-layout width="800" height="800"/> 
  <region id="reg1" width="400" height="400" top="0" 
left="0"/> 
  <region id="reg2" width="400" height="400" top="0" 
left="400"/> 
  <region id="reg3" width="400" height="400" top="400" 
left="0"/> 
  <region id="reg4" width="400" height="400" top="400" 
left="400"/> 
 </layout> 
</head> 
<body> 
  <seq>  
    <video src="vid1.mp4" id="img1" region="reg1" dur="50"/> 
   <par dur="50s"> 
   <video src="vid1.mp4" id="img1" region="reg2" dur="50"/> 
   <video src="vid2.mp4" id="img1" region="reg3" dur="50"/> 
  </par> 
  <par dur="50s"> 
  <video src="vid3.mp4" id="img1" region="reg2" dur="50"/> 
  <seq dur=”50s”> 
   <video src="vid4.mp4" id="img1" region="reg3" dur="25"/> 
   <video src="vid5.mp4" id="img1" region="reg4" dur="25"/> 
  </seq> 
  </par> 
  <par dur="50s"> 
   <video src="vid6.mp4" id="img1" region="reg2" dur="50"/> 
   <video src="vid7mp4" id="img1" region="reg3" dur="50"/> 
   <video src="vid8.mp4" id="img1" region="reg3" dur="50"/> 
  </par> 
 </seq>    
</body> 
</smil> 
 
 If the duration of the “vid1” element is changed from 50 
to 60, the algorithm for detecting the change is: 
 

• Step1 : D (par1) = 100 
            D '(par1) = 110 

• Step 2: D (par1) = D (par1) 
• Step 3 :"par 1" is invariant 

 
Where : 
 
 D = Total duration before modification 
 D’ = Total duration after modification 
 
 From the process of the algorithm, it was found that the 
value of D = 100, which is invariant (because it is explicitly 
written in a multimedia document), turns out to have a 
different value from the results of the calculation of time. This 
change causes the Kernel Mechanism to detect errors and stop 
the process further. The User Interface can display to the 
author that a time conflict has occurred. 
 
 
Table 1. Comparison of the time required for the time 
computation verification process 

Numb
er of 

Objec
ts 

Numb
er of 
Regio

n 

Numb
er 

Objec
ts per 
region 

Time 
Required 
(without 

Incrementa
lity) 

Time 
Required 

(with 
Incrementa

lity) 
20 10 2 21 ms 4 ms 

20 2 10 39 ms 6 ms 
40 10 4 79 ms 13 ms 
40 4 10 77 ms 12 ms 
60 10 6 120 ms 22 ms 
60 6 10 114 ms 20 ms 
80 10 8 158 ms 27 ms 
80 8 10 149 ms 25 ms 
100 10 10 197 ms 35 ms 

 

 
Fig. 11. Time required for time computation verification 
 
 Table 1 and Fig 11. compares the time required for the 
time computation verification process using and without 
using the incrementality algorithm. Based on the 
experimental results, it was found that if the author changes 
about 10% of objects from a multimedia presentation, it will 
significantly reduce the verification process time. 
 Spatial verification detects overlapping spatial at certain 
time intervals and looks for empty areas that will not cause 
spatial conflicts. As an example illustrated in the program, the 
following causes: 
<smil> 
<head> 
 <layout> 
  <root-layout width="800" height="800"/> 
  <region id="reg1" width="400" height="300" top="0" 
left="100"/> 
  <region id="reg2" width="400" height="300" top="500" 
left="0"/> 
  <region id="reg3" width="200" height="200" top="600" 
left="600"/> 
  <region id="reg4" width="300" height="400" top="200" 
left="200"/> 
</layout> 
</head> 
<body> 
 <par>    
  <video src="vid1.mp4" id="img1" region="reg1" dur="50"/> 
  <video src="vid2.mp4" id="img2" region="reg2" dur="50"/> 
  <video src="vid3.mp4" id="img3" region="reg3" dur="50"/> 
  <video src="vid3.mp4" id="img4" region="reg4" dur="50"/> 
</par> 
</body> 
</smil> 
 
 Fig 12. shows the processing results of an algorithm that 
detects overlap between several regions. The experimental 
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results in the program managed to get two overlaps between 
region 1 and region 4 as well as overlapping between region 
2 and region 4. 
 

 
Fig. 12. Spatial object overlapping 
 
Table 2. Comparison of the time required for the Spatio-
temporal verification process 

Numb
er of 

Objec
ts 

Numb
er of 
Regio

n 

Numb
er 

Objec
ts per 
region 

Time 
Required 
(without 

Incrementa
lity) 

Time 
Required 

(with 
Incrementa

lity) 
20 10 2 297 ms 58 ms 
20 2 10 102 ms 21 ms 
40 10 4 860 ms 160 ms 
40 4 10 627 ms 110 ms 
60 10 6 1726 ms 299 ms 
60 6 10 1676 ms 280 ms 
80 10 8 2999 ms 574 ms 
80 8 10 2953 ms 570 ms 
100 10 10 4668 ms 810 ms 

 

 
Fig. 13. Spatial object overlapping 

 
 Table 2 and Figure 13. compare the time required for the 
Spatio-temporal verification process using and without using 
the incrementality algorithm. In this type of verification, it is 
also found that if the author changes about 10% of objects 
from the multimedia presentation, it also will significantly 
reduce the verification process time. 
 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
A multimedia authoring tool performs to convert a 
multimedia presentation into a multimedia document in the 
form of multimedia programming. A kernel mechanism is a 
mandatory process in a multimedia authoring tool, namely 
editing, verification, modeling, and translation. Of all these 
processes, the verification process is time-consuming. The 
time required for the verification process is highly dependent 
on the number of objects in a multimedia presentation. Speed 
up the verification process is needed by an author in designing 
multimedia presentations. A novel method for the verification 
algorithm that functions to speed up verification time, the 
method takes the form of incrementality time computation 
and incrementality Spatio-temporal verification. 

Incrementality is the ability to process data considering 
changes in input data. The Incremental concept is the ability 
of the software to recalculate only the changed input data to 
save processing time. Experimental results on incrementality 
verification show significant results in speed up verification 
time both on time computation and Spatio-temporal 
verification. 

 
This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative 
Commons Attribution License. 
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